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Description

• Use IBM’s latest cloud platform – Bluemix, and its cloud services
• Use Restful API and MongoDB
• Automatically crawling the 10-K forms of public companies from Internet
• Get the “Risk Factors” for the companies by extracting the keywords for different types of risk
• Visualized the comparison of risk levels for different companies by years

Challenges

• Bluemix was in Beta version when the project started, the cloud services in Bluemix keep updating
• Not easy to make the web crawler effective, robust and stable
• Hard to define financial risk types and make a good keyword set for each type of risk
• Difficulty in the design of the algorithm for analyzing risk factors and getting risk levels

Solution – crawling, storage, parsing and visualization

Crawling → Storage → Parsing → Deploy & Visualization

• Crawling & storage: use crawler to download 10-k documents for all public companies and store the data into MongoDB
• Parsing: Define 25 types of financial risks and the keyword set for each type of risk. Extract keywords from the “Risk Factor” sections and find risks for the companies.
• Deploy & Visualization: Build a website using JavaEE and deploy it in Bluemix. Visualize comparison of the risks levels by years and for different companies

System Architecture
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